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The ability to perceive motion is a fundamental property of the visual

system, and one of its most basic aspects is the ability to discriminate

moving objects from motionless ones, for example, motion detection.

Velocity thresholds represent the minimum rate of displacement over

time unit that an animal is able to perceive as movement, any slower

motion being not discriminable from a still object. Although such

topic has grabbed the attention of scientists already at the beginning

of the 20th century, the interest has waned in time, and velocity

thresholds have thus far been assessed in only a handful of species.

Thresholds for pigeons Columba livia, rats Rattus norvegicus, and

cats Felis catus fall in an approximate range of 1–10 deg/s. (Since per-

ceived linear speed depends on the distance between the moving

stimulus and the observer, angular speed [i.e., angle of the observer’s

field of view/unit time], which is distance invariant, is the preferred

unit in the speed perception literature) (Hawley and Munn 1933;

Pasternak and Merigan 1980; Martinoya et al. 1983). Thresholds

<1 deg/s are only reported for nonhuman primates (Carpenter and

Carpenter 1958), falling to under 0.1 deg/s for adult humans

(Snowden and Kavanagh 2006).

Dogs’ visual processing received growing interest in recent years

(Byosiere et al. 2018). Within the area of motion perception, the topic

that has received more attention is certainly the perception of biological

motion (Delanoeije et al. 2020 and references therein). Fewer studies

have explored more basic aspects of dogs’ motion perception. Very

early work suggests that dogs could recognize moving objects from a

distance of 800 to 900 m, but could recognize stationary objects only at

a distance of 500–600 m, which would imply a particular aptness at

detecting moving entities by dogs. More recently, however, dogs’ ability

to detect motion as a function of the stimulus coherence has been

explored (Kanizsár et al. 2017). The latter represents the proportion of

local constituents in a visual scene, which moves with the same direction

and speed. Dogs were found to require an average of 42% of coherence

to discriminate a random-dot display from 1 with a coherence of 0%.

This indicates a poor ability to detect coherent motion, especially when

compared with humans’ 5% coherence threshold. Moreover, although

such ability can be improved through experience, thresholds in dogs are

higher than those reported for humans (Kanizsár et al. 2018).

Therefore, the notion that dogs could be particularly apt to perceive mo-

tion was not supported, at least in terms of coherence threshold. To our

knowledge, no one has explored what are the perceptual limits of dogs

in terms of motion velocity thresholds. The aim of this study was there-

fore to determine the minimum velocity that dogs can perceive as

motion.

To this aim, we employed a modified method of limits, whereby

dogs (N¼6) were first trained to discriminate a static random-dot dis-

play from 1 where dots moved at a clearly perceivable velocity. Once

dogs reached a discrimination accuracy of at least 90% over 6 consecu-

tive 20-presentation sessions, subjects underwent a series of descending

and ascending assessment, where the speed of dots in the discriminan-

dum random-dot display was systematically varied. Methodological

details can be found in the Supplementary Materials.

All the 6 enrolled dogs reached the learning criterion in the train-

ing phase. The mean number of sessions to reach such criterion was

23.3 6 11.3, ranging from 13 to 42. The mean value and the distri-

bution of thresholds obtained in each of the 4 assessments are pre-

sented in Figure 1. Individual dogs’ thresholds are presented in the

Supplementary Material. The mean individual velocity threshold

ranged between 0.26 deg/s and 1.24 deg/s. The overall mean velocity

threshold in our sample was of 0.76 6 0.38 deg/s. Mean velocity

thresholds were not correlated with the length of the training
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(Pearson correlation, r ¼ �0.67, df ¼ 4, P¼1.44). Analysis of

Pearson’s correlations revealed a correlation between the first and

second descending assessments (r¼0.75, P¼0.083), between the

first and second ascending assessments (r¼0.832, P¼0.048), as

well as between the average descending and the average ascending

thresholds (r¼0.878, P¼0.021). Finally, there was no significant

within-subject difference between thresholds obtained in the 4

assessments (repeated-measures ANOVA, F¼0.66, P¼0.59).

The findings of this study set dogs’ threshold at lower values

than that of other nonprimate species, including pigeons, rats, and

cats. Average thresholds comparable with those found in dogs are

reported for chimpanzees, whereas thresholds reported for adult

humans are clearly lower. Thus, dogs seem to be better at detecting

slow motion than other nonprimate species, and possibly close to

that of nonhuman primates.

Before exploring biological reasons for the difference between

dogs and other species, some methodological aspects should be con-

sidered. First, in the current experiment, random-dot displays were

used. However, different stimuli may lead to different results. For

example, in cats, a threshold of 6.4 deg/s was obtained using rotat-

ing crosses and of 1.3 deg/s using random-dot displays (Pasternak

and Merigan 1980). Another methodologically relevant aspect is the

angle at which stimuli were presented, relative to the animal’s eyes.

Evidence from humans and pigeons indicates that different retinal

regions have different sensitivity to motion (Martinoya et al. 1983).

Therefore, optimal viewing angles for motion detection are shifted

laterally for species with eyes placed laterally on the head, as the

case of pigeons, and frontally for those with more forward-oriented

eyes, as humans or cats. As regards the present experiment, stimuli

were presented on 2 monitors, each of which fell slightly off-center

in the dogs’ field of view, thus matching the relatively lateral place-

ment of eyes on dogs’ heads. In addition, dogs’ head movement was

not constrained, allowing subject to rotate their head to their liking.

In this sense, it can be assumed that thresholds were obtained in the

best conditions for detection—at least for what concerns viewing

angle. Finally, methods based on psychometric estimation in most

cases define thresholds as the value of the physical entity (in this

case velocity), which results in an estimated detection accuracy of

75%. In the method of limits, thresholds represent a hypothetical ac-

curacy of 50% and should be compared with corresponding accura-

cies, not with the common 75% thresholds, obtained in studies

relying on psychometric estimations.

Even after taking into account appropriate corrections due to

methodological differences, dogs’ thresholds are still lower than

those of pigeons and rats. Interestingly, a negative relationship

seems to exist between detection thresholds for motion velocity and

motion coherence, that is, the degree of consistency in terms of dir-

ection and speed of movement among local elements composing a

visual scene. Coherent motion detection thresholds are substantially

lower in pigeons and rats, than in dogs (Kanizsár et al. 2018), while

the opposite holds for velocity thresholds, as discussed above. It is

possible that the trade-off between velocity and coherence detection

abilities reflects a specialization of the visual system linked to the

species’ ecology. For instance, while the diet of all such species

includes live animals, pigeons’ and rats’ preys are relatively smaller

than those of dogs. Thus, pigeons’ and rats’ visual system may have

evolved to favor the detection of relatively smaller moving items

(i.e., patches of motion with lower coherence within the visual field),

but at the expense of velocity. Vice versa, dogs’ visual system seems

tuned to the detection of relatively larger objects but allowing the

detection of slower movements.

The differences between dogs’ and cats’ thresholds are less strik-

ing than with other species. Nevertheless, the current results suggest

that dogs may be slightly better than cats in detecting slow motion.

Again, these differences may hold a functional relevance for the spe-

cies’ behavioral ecology. Both species use a variety of sensory cues

for successful predation, among which vision plays a considerable

role (Fitzgerald and Turner 2000; Coppinger and Coppinger 2001).

Cats, however, are ambush predators, which hunt the prey from

their close surrounding and therefore rely on vision for short distan-

ces. In dogs, predatory behavior seems to be triggered by the distant

prey movement. Since perceived velocity is negatively correlated

with the distance between the observer and the moving object, de-

tection of distant preys also requires the ability to detect slow mo-

tion. Therefore, the relatively lower velocity detection threshold in

dogs compared to another carnivore species, such as the cat, might

have evolved as an adaption to spot relatively distant preys.

The study employed a limited number of adult subjects and did

not explore aspects that are believed to or known to affect motion

perception abilities. For instance, as only adult animals were

employed, no conclusion can be drawn from our data about the de-

velopmental trajectory of dogs’ ability to detect slow motion in the

first weeks or months of life, an aspect which received some attention

in both primates and humans. On the contrary, ontogeny of a percep-

tual process does not just depend on developmental age, but also on

experience. It is possible that lower thresholds were to be found in

dogs that underwent specific training to detect moving stimuli—as

could be the case, for instance, of dogs used for sight hunting. At the

same time, the existence of dog breeds specifically selected for sight-

hunting would represent an ideal condition to investigate genetic con-

tributions to motion detection. Moreover, the diversity of dogs in

terms of head morphology provides a good opportunity to investigate

differences due to eye positioning, in terms of both absolute thresh-

olds and relative sensitivity to movement of different sectors of the

visual field. Exploration of the role of age, experience, and breed on

dogs’ motion detection abilities has important theoretical and prac-

tical implications and will be tackled in future studies.
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Figure 1. Boxplot showing the mean (diamond shape) and distribution (min,

1st, 2nd [bold line], 3rd quartile, and max) of velocity thresholds of each dog

in descending assessment 1 (DT1), ascending assessment 1 (AT1), descend-

ing assessment 2 (DT2), ascending assessment 2 (AT2).
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